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Handwerkskunst am Römer 

"A Wooden World!"

Handwerkskunst am Römer is a store where woodworking lathes are

made use of to create masterpieces that will forever remind you of your

vacation in Frankfurt am Main. The wooden souvenirs available at this

store include Christmas nutcrackers, musical angels, music boxes,

miniature figures and smokers. The cuckoo clocks are the finest

demonstration of the craftsmanship at work, and you are sure to love the

many varieties on offer.

 +49 69 2108 7344  www.cuckoo-clocks.biz/  us@nussknacker-

frankfurt.com

 Braubachstrasse 39,

Frankfurt am Main
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Topferei Maurer 

"Stylish Collectibles"

Topferei Maurer produces some of the most unique collections of pottery

and ceramic items. The wide selections of bembels, cider lids, mugs, cups

and ashtrays available here will definitely be difficult to find anywhere

else. Decorated with stylish designs, each item has its own charm. Check

out the website for detailed information on all the products and designs

available.

 +49 69 61 6340  www.keramik-maurer.de/  service@keramik-

maurer.de

 Wallstrasse 5, Frankfurt am

Main
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Hessen-Shop 

"Keepsakes from Hesse"

A great way to ensure you never forget your vacation in Frankfurt am

Main is to pay a visit to Hessen-Shop, a store filled with souvenirs from

around the region of Hesse. This is a store that covers everything, right

from key chains and wall hangings to Frankfurt-themed pillows and

magnets. Whether or not you're taking back apple wine (one of the area's

specialties) with you, this store offers you some attractive apple wine

glasses to remind you of Hesse.

 +49 69 9131 8149  www.hessen-shop.com/  Leipziger Straße 49, Frankfurt am Main
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